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EX ALDERMAN NEWSLETTER 181 AND CHESTERFIELD 126 

 

          
By John Hoffmann 

 

June 5, 2015 

 

NEW ASSISTED LIVING/NURSING HOME PLANS HIT TOWN AND 

COUNTRY CITY HALL: The assisted living facility project that Town and Country 

Mayor Jon Dalton originally filed with the State of Missouri Division of Health and Senior 

Services as both the legal representative and contact person, despite that fact it was to 

be built in Town and Country, is back in the spotlight. The plans have arrived at City 

Hall. The outside of the planned facility to be built behind the Schnuck's store on Woods 

Mill Road, looks quite a bit like the facility a mile away on Henry Road at Clayton Road. 

Dalton was also involved with the Henry Road facility. 

 

This is not yet on Planning and Zoning and Architectural Review Board agendas.  If it is 

built it should provide residents of the facility with lots of traffic noise on Highway 141 

and a terrific view of the back of a large grocery store.  However it would also allow 

residents to walk to Schnucks, Whole Foods, Target and restaurants and bars, which 

could be both a blessing and a curse.      
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TWO NEW HOUSES FOR OAK SPRINGS:  Oak Springs is another street off 

Clayton Road where soon there will be more McMansions than original houses from the 

1960s.  Here are the two latest designs that are headed to the Architecture Review 

Board. 

 

 

2501 Oak Springs: 
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2539 Oak Springs 
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WHAT'S THE POINT?  Old Colony and Brookwoods Drive are private streets 

owned and maintained by the subdivision residents and not the city.  It is up to the 

residents to make sure the road is safe and signs are easy to read.  When you drive in 

off Topping Road and are not familiar with the area, I feel that the residents don't want 

to give you too much information.  Here is what you get as you drive west off of Topping 

Road onto Old Colony (left photo). You have to come to a complete stop and look to 

your right to see the street signs and the "Street Not Thru" sign (you can see the sign 

pole in the lower right side of the first photo).   
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THE COMMISSION CHAIR STANDOFF!  THE NEW KID WINS ONE: There was not 

much going on at the May 26 Board of Aldermen meeting with one exception.  Mayor 

Jon Dalton has Linda Rallo and Lynn Wright studying the makeup and need for different 

commissions. He does not anticipate deciding what changes to make until September.      

 

With the completely unqualified Tim Welby no longer on the board the chair for the 

Public Works and Storm Water Commission is open.  Dalton announced that he wanted 

to have Skip Mange move from the Conservation Commission (a commission that could 

easily be made part of the Parks Commission) and replace him with newcomer Tiffany 

Frautschi.  He then was going to recommend Mange to head up the Public Works and 

S/W Commission.    

 

Frautschi probably feels that the Conservation Commission and the Green Team 

Commission are two that don't need to exist.  She spoke up and said she had actively 

been working on some storm water issues and the proposed new trail (or linear park) 

which is really a sidewalk from Clayton Road to Queeny Park would be in her ward.  

 

By this time Mange who once was an engineer in a different time in his life, took a 

defensive position with his arms crossed and a pout on his face. 

 
 

"I don't care, but I have a lot of experience in public works and storm water," Mange 

said.  

 

"I'm not sure I'd bring much to Conservation," replied Frautchi. 

 

"I can see both sides," said Lynn Wright, who was clearly with the old guard wanting 

Mange.  
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"It's not just Ward-2 that needs storm water fixes.  They are all over," said Mange, still 

with his arms crossed.  

 

"Sometimes when you are fighting for something it is better not to be directly involved," 

said Rallo taking a shot at Frautschi with a condescending comment. 

 

"The storm water projects are on a list based on points and not wards," said Frautschi to 

Rallo.  

 

"But things change," said Rallo, who was beginning not to make a lot of sense.  

 

"I'm here, I'm doing it already," said Frautschi inferring she had been working on PW 

and Strom water issues.  

 

"Does anyone know what wards are on the list (Storm water project list)," said Rallo.  

 

Several people then told Rallo that what wards are on the list is not a concern. The 

projects on the list are based on need and cost effectiveness and not location.  

 

Amy Anderson then changed the subject by asking Rallo how her commission study is 

coming and she was told 58% of the commissioners have returned to surveys.             

    

Fred Meyland-Smith decided to get in on the discussion. 

 

"I'd prefer Ald. Mange in charge of Storm Water because of Mange's background and 

his experience in dealing with other agencies, MoDot and St. Louis County.  

 

Jon Benigas then jumped in with his support for Mange also.   

 

 
Tiffany Frautschi was directly across from Skip Mange at the agenda meeting with Tiffany on 

the left and Skip on the right. 

 

In the regular meeting Ald. Amy Anderson wasted no time and nominated Frautschi to 

chair the PW & SW Commission. Ald. Gussie Crawford then seconded the nomination 

which passed on a quiet voice vote.      
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OUR SOLUTION:  Jon Benigas is currently on the Architectural Review Board and the 

Green Team. He is often late for meetings. He was also just elected acting president of 

the BOA and will fill in for the mayor if he is sick, on vacation or under indictment.  Give 

Skip the ARB, where maybe he could use his engineering degree somewhat, while 

giving Tiffany the Public Works and Storm Water position. Actually the PW & SW job is 

pretty much just opening the meeting and turning it over to the city director of public 

works and an engineer, Craig Wilde and then sit back.  

 

  

REP. WAGNER SHOULD THINK TWICE ABOUT DECLARING WAR ON 

THE LABOR DEPARTMENT INSTEAD OF PROTECTING VOTERS:  I 

don't want readers to think that I am some long time Democrat who dislikes U.S. Rep. 

Ann Wagner.  How can anybody be against a regular at Smitty's Bar and Grill? 

 
 

However, having been a victim to the Edward Jones "mutual funds" scam back in the 

1990s, I had no problem with the Labor Department claiming investors with brokerage 

services had to have their interests held to a higher standard above that of the 

brokerage firms. Prior to this clients were held at a lower standard and a brokerage firm 

didn't have to recommend an investment that was in the best interest of the client.  In 

other words they could steer people to investments that would help the broker or firm 

make more of a profit.  

 

When we lived in Maryland our investments were with a local Edward Jones broker.  

Every time we went there wanting to invest in a specific mutual fund he would steer us 

toward a different one. Those under performed. Then it was revealed that Jones was 

having brokers steer clients to one of five specific funds. The brokers were rewarded 

with bonuses and paid vacations. 
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We switched to Roger Provo, a broker in St. Louis with high rates, but someone we 

could trust. Often Roger would talk us out of making transactions that would have put 

cash in his pocket.  Roger changed firms and we switched to a discount broker with no 

trusted brokers and have done alright.      

 

The resulting class action suit cost Jones $127,000,000.  We received our small check 

of around $80 with a threat.  "If you cash this check we will report this income to the 

IRS," read the notice on the check. It was deposit that same day.   

 

So now in 2015 with the Labor Department actually looking after our interests, Ann 

Wagner told a meeting a stock brokers she would make sure the Labor Department had 

no funding to implement a rule that will help the public at large, but hurt the bottom line 

of stock brokers.  

 

TOWN SQUARE TASK FORCE GOING IN A CERTAIN DIRECTION…STILL NOT 

ADDRESSING HOW TO FINANCE MAINTAINING THE PROPERTY.  Money!  Why 

bother worrying about money continues to be a theme of the Town Square Task Force.   

 

On Thursday May 28 a meeting of the Town Square Task Force met at city hall.  There 

is no square on the horizon but we all know that Mayor/Cigarette Lobbyist Jon Dalton 

wants to build a new City Hall across the street on property of Principia that is under a 

"holding agreement" with the city.  

 

Here is what was on a number of lists of something people might want but the Task 

Force wants eliminated from consideration: 

 

Farmers' Market 

 

More Residents Unhappy With Trova:  Lynn Wright and the Arts Commission 

acquisition of the two Trova sculptures which both according to a number of residents 

look like discarded TV dishes, keeps getting more and more negative comments. The 

junk TV dishes comments was followed by members of the Green Team Commission 

commenting at a meeting that perhaps Native Prairie Grass planted at the City Hall and 

Longview could hide the Trova's.  

 

Now at the Town Square Task meeting it was revealed that several people had 

requested "No Modern Art."  
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DREW A LINE BUT WHO IS PAYING FOR IT:  The Task Force drew a line across the 

property wanting the front to be used for retail and the rear for park space with a water 

retention feature and a pavilion. No one on the Task Force came up with how the 

improvements on the property would be paid for or maintained.  

 

It was mentioned that the improvements for the property could come out of the city's 

dwindling reserve. However funding for another full time park worker was not resolved.   

 

Larry Schiffer of Love Properties, owner of the Mason Village Shopping Center next to 

the Werth Property and Trip Straub were present.  

 

For all the people who wanted a restaurant Straub and Schiffer pointed out that for 

every 1,000 square feet a restaurant needs 20 parking spaces.  A 3,000 square 

restaurant would need 60 parking spaces, meaning it would need about one acre.  

 

On Tuesday June 9 there will be a combined meeting of the Town Square Task Force 

and the Neighborhood Sub-Committee at the Longview Farm House.  With regular 

season TV done, this should be good for some entertainment value.   
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UNAPPROVED CHESTERFIELD NEWSLETTER 126 

 
 

June 6, 2015 

 

CHESTERFIELD ARTS COULD NOT SUCKER THE CITY INTO BUYING TWO 

CHINESE HORSES FOR $250,000, BUT A YEAR LATER GETS THE CITY TO BUY A 

WOMAN TAKING A BATH FOR $85,000.  My BULLSHIT DETECTOR was sounding 

loudly but apparently no one on the Chesterfield City Council or the Director of Services 

felt they were about to taken. In fact Mike Geisel, the always level headed Director of 

Services seemed to be in on the con.  

 

If you remember in 2014 Chesterfield Arts came to the City Council and proclaimed if 

the City did not buy the two Chinese Horses in front of city hall for $250,000 they would 

be forced to go out of business.  Many felt the horses had been given to the City 

especially since the city paid to install them. Councilwoman Connie Fults' face became 

contorted as she cried out how the Council must save Chesterfield Arts, no one else 

was biting and Mayor Nation seemed to feel the city was getting scammed. Chesterfield 

Arts was claiming they were giving the city a 50% discount.  If that was the case why 

not sell them out right? The Council passed on the horses and set up an Arts 

Department within the Parks Department which eliminated any need to be involved with 

Chesterfield Arts, especially if they were going out of business.  
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Chesterfield Arts didn't go out of business.  They claimed they sold the Chinese Horses, 

but would not say to whom and removed them from in front of city hall. This is just as 

well.  I have been reading the journals and diaries of Lewis and Clark and they never 

mentioned the presence of current or past Chinese War Horses along the Missouri 

River.    

 

FAST FORWARD NINE MONTHS:  Chesterfield Arts apparently still thought the City 

Council was a perfect mark and came back wanting to sell the city a statue at a deep 

discount and throw in some other pieces of art that appeared the city already owned.      

   

The statue is in the Hilltop Village Shopping Center just past Schnucks and in front of 

the Subway Sandwich Shop.  It is titled, "The Bather."  Chesterfield Arts is claiming 'The 

Bather" is worth an appraised $225,000.  But for a limited time only if you act now 

Chesterfield Arts will throw in a girl running titled "Maura" valued at more than $65,000 

plus two Earnest Trova modern art sculptures valued at $28,000 each.  

 

Chesterfield Arts claims all pieces of art have a combined value in excess of $346,000.  

But if the City of Chesterfield acts now all this can be the city's for a mere $85,000. 

 

This whole thing sounds like a commercial on a 5-minute break during a 2 am showing 

of Forest Gump on TBS.     
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Here is a portion of a memo from Mike Geisel, Director of Public Services to the city 

administrator.        

 

April 13, 2015 7  
Michael Herring, City Administrator  
Mike Geisel, Director of Public Services  
Art Acquisition  
In conjunction with assuming responsibility for arts related activities within the City, the 
Department of Public Services has sought to secure the existing art pieces within Central Park. 
There are six art sculptures within Central Park, three of which are owned by Chesterfield Arts. 
Specifically, there are two sculptures created by Missouri's own Earnest Trova, "Gox A" & "Gox 
B". Each of which represent a series of monumental, geometric forms that have an Aztec  
sense to them. "Maura", also owned by Chesterfield Arts, which was sculpted by Don Wiegand 
is currently situated immediately east of the aquatic building entry in Central Park. "Maura" 
depicts a girl in a playful running motion. One of the unique traits of the specific installation is 
that the sculpture base is a shadow outline of the sculpture itself as the sun moves across the 
sky. 

 

Currently located at Hilltown Center, Chesterfield Arts owns "The Bather". A sculpture created 

by Emilio Greco. I believe that this sculpture, as perhaps suggested by its inspiration, should 

more appropriately be located adjacent to the City owned pool in Central Park. 

Obviously, the art work located within Central Park, owned by Chesterfield Arts has value. 
"Maura" was acquired by Chesterfield Arts in 1998, at a discounted value of $65,000. The two 
Trova sculptures were gifted to Chesterfield Arts in 2000, and were valued at $28,000 each at 
that time. "The Bather", was appraised in 2008 at a value of $225,000. While I have not 
attempted to update these prior valuations, the artwork clearly has value, which has  
cumulatively been established to be $346,000.  

  

Keep in mind this memo was written by art expert Mike Geisel, who often wears Three 

Stooges ties to meetings. 
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Last year councilmen Mike Casey and Elliot Grissom both made the points when 

attorney Mike Doster spoke for Chesterfields Arts, asking what guarantees he had if the 

city bought the Chinese Horses for $250,000 that Chesterfield Arts would not be broke 

again within a year. 

 

It appears as if Casey and Grissom had a very valid point, however they apparently 

forgot about it. 

 

As Geisel tried to grease the marks for the sale during the "agenda meeting" Mayor Bob 

Nation was making facial expressions that he was not buying any of it.  Apparently 

Nation was the only one that was not getting hooked and reeled in.  

    
"I walk a lot and I noticed a plaque at the Maura sculpture the other day. It said 
"Presented to the City of Chesterfield by Chesterfield Arts on the City's 10th 
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Anniversary," said Nation at the Agenda meeting. "I'm sure it was the intention of the 
majority of the donors that the art work be the property of the City of Chesterfield." 
 
Nancy Greenwood then spoke up. 
 
"It was a gift to the city. I was mayor when it happened," said Greenwood.  
   
Next the not very reassuring interim city attorney, Harry O'Rourke spoke up and said if 
Chesterfield Arts still holds the titles to the art work it would be a way to get the title, like 
a "quick claim deed."  Of course the "Quick Claim Deeds" only apply in real estate and 
O'Rourke gave the entire council pause to wonder if he should not be replaced.  
Here are the warning signs on this con: 
 
1)  Chesterfield Arts tried to pull the small thing in 2014 
2)  If they are claiming they are selling you stuff for worth $346,000 for just $85,000 
     it means the stuff is worth a lot less than $85,000. 
3)  It is a classic con when they sell you something you already own.  
4)  If they claim something is worth $225,000 and it has been sitting outside of a  
     Subway Sandwich Shop for years, you are being conned.  
 
It is too bad the city refuses to fight for the ownership rights on Maura.  
 
It was as if Henry Gondorff had just picked everyone's pocket, except Nation, who was 
on to him.   
 

 
 

In the regular meeting a voice vote was taken to hand over $85,000 to Chesterfield Arts.  
While one or two councilperson may not have voted, there were not any "no" votes.    
 
 HUGH CROWD JAMS COUNCIL CHAMBERS ON VOTE TO STUDY CLOSING 

RIVER VALLEY ROAD:    City staff was bringing in folding chairs to accommodate the 
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huge crowd that turned out for the Monday June 1, city council meeting. The Council 

was simply going to have a voice vote to accept the Planning and Public Works 

Committee's recommendation to have city staff complete plans on costs and 

requirements to close River Valley Drive at the City of Maryland Heights border before 

Maryland Heights allowed a housing, commercial and retail development  with a 

proposed total square footage of 33,000,000sf. 

 

Steve Hanna, the President of the River Bend Homes Association gave a five minute 

speech on how the development without the closed road would "unleash a tsunami of 

traffic" that the subdivision could not absorb.  

 

There was a unanimous voice vote to have staff start planning for closing the road.  The 

room erupted in applause. It then took about five minutes for everyone to clear out, as 

individuals walked up to the dais area to thank the council as a whole for looking out for 

them.  
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MONARCH'S THIRD DIRECTOR SWORN IN:  Although he had attended closed 

meetings, Wednesday May 27 was the first public meeting of the Monarch Fire Board 

and newly appointed Rick Gans, who had previously served longer than any other 

member of the board, before losing to Steve Swyers in 2011.  Gans was appointed by 

directors Robin Harris and Jane Cunningham after Swyers resigned upon the reelection 

of "pro-taxpayer" board president Robin Harris.  

 
A month earlier after his reelection to the Fire District Robin Harris had requested Gans swear him in. ON 

May 27 Harris was swearing in Gans , who was appointed to fill Steve Swyers 6-year term.  

 

Unlike the times Local 2665 would fill the Board chambers with union members on real 

and imagined issues, on Wednesday the place was packed just for the swearing in of 

Gans by people who appeared to have shown up voluntarily. People in the audience 

included State Rep. Sue Allen, Chesterfield Mayor Bob Nation, Chesterfield Councilman 

Barry Flachsbart , County Councilman Mark Harder and former city Councilperson Jane 

Durrell. 

 

This should sent an interesting message to the firefighter's union and Local 2665 of how 

popular politicians who won by wide margins in area elections showed up on their own 

to support another "pro-taxpayer" member of the Fire Board.  Gans addressed this in 

the following  statement he read after the swearing in:         

 

I would like to begin by thanking Directors Harris and Cunningham for choosing me as their 

appointment to the vacant Director seat.  I appreciate their confidence and recognition of my 

past contributions to the Monarch Fire Protection District.  I assure them and the residents and 

businesses of the District that I will work as hard as I did during my initial term on the Board. 
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It has been just over 10 years ago that my second re-election victory seemed to create a chasm 

between the Board of Directors and the Union that represents the Monarch firefighters and 

paramedics.  While the initial reason appeared to be the fact the candidate supported by the 

Union had never lost an election to that point, as time passed it became clear that the Union 

and its leadership embraced a strategy of opposition to working with the Board.  In fact the 

animosity grew so intense that rather than making headlines for saving lives and battling fires, 

Monarch was known as the fire district where the Union battled the Board on a regular basis.  

Sadly that relationship has not improved in the intervening decade. 

 

I bring this up, not as a reminder of happened yesterday and the day before, month before and 

years before, but rather as the beginning of a message of hope that those days can be put 

behind us.  I am not foolish enough to believe just because I utter these words that it will 

magically just happen.  I have been around long enough to know that only hard work and 

commitment from both sides will heal the wounds that exist and begin to return the relationship 

to what it was before 2005.  Perhaps the biggest obstacle that must be overcome is that the 

Union must come to the realization that the three Directors are not going anywhere.  There is no 

substituting for any of us and we are here because the voters put us here.  Yes, I realize I was 

appointed, but my appointment came from Directors who were swept into office in landslide 

victories.  No I am not attempting to rub anything in the face of anyone, but simply trying to 

articulate that at some point the Union and its leadership needs to come to the realization that 

the Board is set for at least two years the way you see it today.  It is time for an end to what 

began a decade ago and if the Union is ready to move in a positive direction, I, for one, stand 

ready to do so as well. 

 

Finally, I take pride in putting forth the effort to learn as much as I can about the facts, before 

making decisions which I understand impact people’s lives and their wallets.  I may have been 

accused of making decisions with which some did not agree, but I have always made sure I had 

command of the facts before making them.  I consider that my obligation and responsibility to 

those who show faith in me as a Director and I will continue this effort for the next two years and 

who knows, possibly beyond that.  
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THE APRIL ELECTION COST MONARCH FIRE MORE THAN ANY OTHER 

ELECTION  Political subdivisions whether they are cities, school districts or fire districts 

have to share the expense for the St. Louis County Board of Elections to put on April 

elections.  The more ballot issues and contested races the more the cost is spread out.  

The fewer races the more expensive the costs can be.  

 

In 2015 Monarch, which normally pays around $19,000 every two years for their 

election, was charged $35,700. Monarch Controller Michelle DePew said inflation paid a 

role in the increase but the biggest reason was the lack of contested elections in the 

area. There was only one contested election in Chesterfield.  

 

MONARCH TO RAISE AMBULANCE RATES FOR NON-RESIDENTS:  

Ambulance/EMS service for residents of the Monarch Fire District is provided at no 

charge.  However if you are not a resident and happen to be need an ambulance, 

emergency treatment within the Monarch fire District you get billed.  That bill will be 

going up.  

 

Tammy Campbell of Med Claims, Inc of Oklahoma, which does Monarch's billing was 

present at the May 27 meeting.  

 

 Tammy Campbell from Oklahoma with Med Claims, Inc. 

making suggestions to board members on increasing ambulance/EMS billing revenue.   

 

She pointed out that the state average EMS/ambulance bill was higher than Monarch's, 

but the average in the St. Louis area is less expensive. It seemed to me while listening 

to her presentation that she was pushing for Monarch to have slightly higher rates than 

the Medicare/Medicaid maximums meaning they would be sure to get the current 

maximum payment from Medicare.  I find this kind of logic creepy and a reason for 

unnecessarily high medical costs, but I also realize that is the way the game is played.  
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She also recommended that ambulance trips to the hospital should include a mileage 

rate of $12 a mile, up from the current $10 a mile.  The Medicare max for mileage is 

$10.64. 

 

Here are the increases for non-resident services: 

 

OLD                        NEW          SERVICE 

 

$600                        $750           Basic Life Support 

 

$850                        $975           Advance Life Support 

 

$1000                      $1,150        Advance Life Support 2 

 

$10 per mile             $12            mileage fee 

 

These increases passed. 

 

It was interesting to find out that of ambulance/EMS calls not paid by auto, health or 

Medicare insurance that are billed directly to the person and only 15% are ever paid.   

 

The Directors voted to table consideration to start charging for responding and treating 

people without transporting them. They felt in the event that the patient who perhaps 

was bandaged only did not call, but the EMS crews responded due to a call from police 

at an accident scene or another third party it would not be fair to bill them.  

                  

It was also discussed to continue not to charge for bandaging and treating people, 

unless drugs are administered.  An example would be providing an IV treatment to 

someone in a diabetic coma, have them recover and decline being transported.  Ms. 

Campbell recommended charging $150.   

 

Having worked the street and as a police supervisor I have to admit that the police call 

for ambulances all the time when the person claims they don't want treatment, basically 

to pass liability onto someone else.  The Fire District has "Request for No Treatment" 

and "No Transport" release forms they carry in the ambulance.  

 

Chesterfield Police to the Security Rescue:   The union versus management hostiles 

at the Monarch Fire District has resulted in the Chesterfield Police not allowing their 

officers to work off-duty security at Monarch Board Meetings.  There used to be one 
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County cop present and after Jane Cunningham was elected the union seemed to raise 

the hostilities level and Jane did not hold back with her comments, a second County 

officer has hired off-duty to be at meetings.  

 

On Wednesday May 27 there were no County cops present.  Most of the officers who 

work the off-duty security detail at Monarch work in North County and several work in 

Jennings.  Apparently on Wednesday the officers scheduled to work off-duty security 

were both on a "barricaded subject" call which they could not leave.   

 

When the Monarch meeting started two white shirted fire district command staffers sat  

in the cops' chairs.  About 15 minutes into the meeting Chesterfield Officer Layton 

arrived at the Fire district HQ.  He said he thought he was being dispatched to a 

disturbance.  However when he arrived everyone was eating cake in the lobby after the 

swearing in of Rick Gans.  The meeting went a little longer than usual due to the billing 

rates discussion. Officer Layton got to go back to patrolling the city around 7 o'clock. 

 

           
 
Chesterfield Officer Layton responded to the Monarch Fire HQ thinking there may be a peace 

disturbance. In reality he was sent to fill in for two County officers who were supposed to be there working 

security but did not show up due to a serious police call in North County. Officer Layton was meet by 

people eating cake in the lobby and Chesterfield Bob Nation who shook his hand on his way out the door.      
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RESTAURANT REVIEW:  KATIE'S PIZZA AND PASTA FOR PEOPLE NOT FROM 

ST. LOUIS:  On a Saturday night things were packed at Katie's Pizza and Pasta in Rock 

Hill in the shopping center at Manchester and Rock Hill Road. The place at first glance 

was my kind of place.      

 

All the tables and chairs were different.  For our party of five we had two tables pushed 

together.  None of the tables or chairs matched. Unfortunately for me that was the 

highlight of the evening. 
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This was clearly a place for people used to east and west coast Italian and not St. Louis 

Italian. There was no Pasta Alfredo, the first Spaghetti dish on the menu is seafood with 

black squid ink. The pizza selection…forget about it. There was one normal sounding 

pizza.  The rest included squash pizza, fig and squash pizza plus pear pizza.  

 

Two of us were ready to walk across the street to Farotto's after just reading the menu.  

A third joined us in that wish after the food arrived.  

 

We ordered the 6-hour Braised Short Ribs, and I'll mention it was ribs in the plural, for 

$14 to share at the table. We had a hard time finding the "ribs" which was surrounded 

by some risotto sauce and covered in leafy garnish. There was only one rib that when 

the meat was removed and shared, came to five small bites of rib. Costs per bit…$2.80. 

The meat was good, three people liked the risotto.  Was it worth $14?  No! 

   

 

 

   
 

Next up on the shared appetizer list was the CALABRIAN CHILI SEARED PRAWNS on 

top of puree root vegetables $14.  The prawns were great, but there was no cocktail 

sauce to dip them in. (Just kidding) "With celery root puree and funghi sotto olio," begs 

the question…Why ruin perfect fully good shrimp with this stuff?   Again this is asked by 

someone who should have been at Farotto's. 
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More Prawns:  They had no pasta with a white or Alfredo sauce.  My waitress 

suggested I try Capellini, with seared prawns, heirloom cherry tomatoes, garlic, basil, 

chili flake and bottagga for $22.  

 

 
 

Now I'm a fat guy and I like pasta.  Two bites were all I could handle of this oddly 

seasoned pasta.  That said my wife tried some and thought it was okay. Like everything 

else with prawns, the prawns themselves were tasty.  

 

Our friend who loves Katie's had the PACCHERI PASTA CARBONARA, NDUJA, 

LEEKS, PEA SHOOTS  ($16).  He raved about it.  
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Pizza: With my wife it was back to prawns as she ordered a prawn pizza ($19). 

 

 
 

She gave me a piece. I ate it only because by this point in the evening I was hungry.  

She asked if I wanted another piece.  I declined.  

 

Someone else at the table ordered the Neapolitan Meatball pizza ($17).  
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I didn't get to try the meatball pizza, but half the crust was nicely burned to a blackened 

crisp. 

 

DESSERT:   All the desserts are $7.50.  We choose the best one to share, the Ricotta 

Donuts with fresh berries and gelato. The gelato was unlike any gelato I have ever 

encountered.  It was frozen solid. The berries were tiny, and the price was $7.50.  I can 

get 25 Munchkins (donut holes) at Dunkin Donuts for $5.99.   

 

      
Katie's 6 for $7.50                                            Dunkin Donuts 25 for $5.99  or 50 for $8.99  
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YOU KNOW YOU ARE GETTING OLD WHEN:  I go to Logan Chiropractic Health 

Center where interns work on you at a reduced rate. Until this year I was getting free 

treatment being a retired cop as they offered free treatments to current and retired 

firefighters and police officers.  The rate is now a very reasonable $10 for cops and 

firefighters.  I think it is $27 for the general public.  

 

My last intern's first name is Dylan. He is from Chicago and he told me that his father 

named him after Bob Dylan. I'd show up for an appointment and ask how Mr. 

Tambourine man was.  He would have no idea what I was talking about.  The same was 

true if he'd ask me how I was and I'd responded, "I'm stuck inside of Mobile with the 

Memphis blues again."  

 

If I said, "How does it feel? How does it feel To be without a home, Like a complete 

unknown, Like a rolling stone." It was the same blank look if I asked if he thought, "The 

times they are changing."   

 

For a guy named after Bob Dylan there wasn't much of a connection. 

 

My current intern is older, making a mid-life career change.  He served in the First Gulf 

War. His last name is "Sorrell."  I asked him if anyone every makes a mention of "Buddy 

Sorrell."  He asked, "Is that a comedian?"   

 

I had to tell him he was close.  It was the name of a character who was a comedy writer 

on the Dick Van Dyke Show played by Morey Amsterdam.     

 

   
Early Bob Dylan when he had a           Morey Amsterdam as Buddy Sorrell and Richard Deacon as Mel  

 terrible voice but you could              Cooley from the Dick Van Dyke show. 

understand the words.  
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MUSIC: ANITA ROSAMOND TAKES LARGE CROWD FROM TALAYNA'S AND 

MOVES HER SHOW DOWN THE ROAD TO MILLER'S CROSSING: I have seen and 

heard lots of things happening to musicians over the years and have witnessed some 

myself. I was there when John Mineo told the leader of a jazz trio they sounded great 

and to come back next week for their pay.  It was closer to three weeks before they got 

their money.  The music business is famous for non-payment stories.  Often bands are 

fired because the expected revenue from people coming to hear music drops.  But what 

happened on Saturday May 30 I had never seen before.  

 

After 20-years Anita Rosamond is no longer being booked for a Saturday afternoon 

show at Smitty's where she literally filled the whole place with fans, who would sit there 

for three hours or more buying lunch and a beverage.  After February this year she has 

not been back at Smitty's, doing mostly work at night in popular bars in St. Louis, Ladue 

and Creve Coeur. So when a 3 pm Saturday gig at Talayna's in the Four Seasons 

Shopping Center showed up on her website calendar, I went to see how many of the 

Smitty's crowd was there.  The small first floor area was full of Anita fans.   

 

      Mehdi and Susan Rouhani 

  

Anita was set up and ready to play after working the room and saying hi to her fans who 

showed up from all over the County, when a waitress said she had a phone call.  Anita 

went to the phone at the bar and the owner Mehdi Rouhani told her he was cancelling 

her gig, just as she was about to start it.  

 

Anita came back to the dining room and announced her engagement had been 

cancelled but that she would put on a 60-minute without pay for her fans who showed 

up. 
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   Anita Rosamond after telling a roomful of fans that show at 

Talayna's had just been cancelled by the owner.   

 

At Talayna's was was Doug Flagg a musician and music teacher at the Hazelwood 

School District, who often sits in with Anita the times she sings at Talayna's.  Flagg lives 

across the street.  I mentioned that I noticed that Miller's Crossing was not busy when I 

passed there on the way to Talayna's.  Flagg is a regular there and called the owner 

Audi Hargrove who asked how many. Flagg low balled the answer and said "12."   

  
Miller's Crossing owner Audi Hargrove (facebook photo)     File phone of Doug Flagg and Anita 

 

25 people got in the cars at Talayna's and drove 1 1/2 miles west on Olive Blvd. to 

Miller's Crossing and invaded the bar.  I left Talayna's early and took Sunny Friedman, a 

regular with the Anita show.  Sunny and her late husband owned the original St. Louis 

Playboy Club on Lindell.  
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When we arrived we spoke with Audi and told her that story of the crowds that Anita 

draws and how she would be seeing far more than 12 people shortly.  The bar was 

empty with the exception of a couple from Maryland Heights who were having lunch.  

They decided to stick around and see the show. 

 

Anita and everyone from Talayna's showed up and took over the bar.    

 

 
 

Anita start things off, followed by Doug Flagg and then it was time for Sunny.  The lone 

couple in the bar before the invasion was impressed enough to meet a Playboy Club 

Bunny Mother.  But the 5-foot 95-pound Sunny is known for wanting to be sure 

everyone is watching her performance. She got the couple to shout, "What is she 

doing?" 

 

Sunny was climbing onto the bar to sing Johnny Mercer's Skylark.   

 

      
 

Later in the day there was a dance line snaking through the bar and the restaurant 

seating area and included owner Audi Hargrove.  
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 After fleeing Talayna's never to return again, 25 people on a Saturday afternoon had 

wonderful time at Miller's Crossing.   

 

Here are the main differences between Talayna's and Miller's Crossing: 

 

Miller's Crossing is clean 

All the food is good at Miller's Crossing 

The service and wait staff is much better at Miller's Crossing 

The Bar has a wider assortment of beverages and draft beers 

The owner is much nicer 

 

 
 

   

Well known former St. Louis Jazz pianist dies:  Ray Kennedy, 58, died last week in 

New York.  Kennedy and his younger brother bass player Tom Kennedy went to 

Maplewood-Richmond Heights High School. Ray was closely associated with guitarist 

and singer John  Pizzarelli. He had been suffering from MS and in nursing care since 

2013.     
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Here is a link to a youtube clip of Ray at the keyboards. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LFKMasAaIR4 

 

Wednesday May 27 Sasha's: Normally when someone walks up and asks if they can 

sing a song with trio, the results more likely than not will not result in rave reviews.  

But on Wednesday May 27 Lola was at a table on the patio at Sasha's and asked if she 

could sing a song. Other than the facial contortions while singing Misty, she was very 

good and the band actually asked her to sing another song.  

 

  
 

Friday May 29 One-19 North: 
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June 3, 2014 Jazz at the Bistro:  The Route 66 Jazz Orchestra drew over 120 to a 

Wednesday night performance! 
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CARTOONS: 
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